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Sometimes it’s like I’m drowning, being swallowed up and dragged down 
through the colour into the blackening pits of the pupil. Other times it’s like 
I’m a speck on the surface, an irritable itch that inconveniences you. Every 
blink of your eyes is like a new screenshot of my own personal hell. 

Blink

Yellow grass engulfs me as its cruel master sends troops of ray beams down 
to charcoal my skin; twigs slash through my armour of skin hoping to draw 
blood. Already weakened from the sun, my skin flakes from the attack as 
wine-stained liquid seeps through. Heckling comes from above in the form 
of squawking and quarrelling. My ears and eyes follow this noise. Up above, 
sat on a curved branch, birds of prey gather, the latest spectators to my 
torture. Grinning and waiting, waiting to descend upon my dead carcass. A 
roaring growl bellows through the air. I turn, looking into the majestic mane 
of this king. With a grin, he pounces. I’m trapped.

Blink

Black. Blackness everywhere.
A beaming light bulldozes the darkness.
Suddenly, I’m chained to a cold silver table with splinters in my back 
forcing me to sit up straight. Words swarm around me, circling me like a 
tornado, waiting for the right time to attack. Like an avenging angel of death, 
they attack.
“Wow, she’s ugly!”  The first attack is brutal, the words slice through me like 
a sharp claw. The rest follow, an angry horde, flapping, whirling, swooping 
and plunging towards me.
“She looks like she’s up herself.”
“Did she seriously leave her house like that?”
“No wonder why she’s always alone.”
Slowly and slowly, their words grate me till I’m nothing but a pile of shreds. 
What remains is fragile and helpless. Darkened glimpses form deep in my 
heart leaving scars everywhere.

Blink

I wake up on a bed of softness.
Sitting up, I’m surrounded by plush emerald grass, dotted with splashes of 
purple, pink, yellow, and blue. Bees float towards the hypnotising lure of the 
flowers standing proud to welcome them with open petals. As I smile, 
butterflies fly into my mouth and settle in my stomach.

“Sweetheart.”
I’m transported back into reality as I stare into his whisky-coloured eyes. 

Mariah John-Leighton
Perception
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No one noticed his absence at first. Quite honestly, there wasn’t even the 
vague sense of something gone missing. It was like the feeling someone gets 
where everything seems right in the world right before that someone realises 
that they’ve left their wallet on the bus that’s probably miles away by now. 

The whole office was in that state of peace. No one asked “Hey, where’s Jim?” 
and no one had to immediately pick up any slack. He wasn’t a face of the 
company, he wasn’t anyone’s boss, and no one could remember quite for sure 
what he did in the office. For a while it seemed that life would carry on 
unimpeded by the absence of Jim. 

It was a large office, mostly consisting of one room in which desks were lined 
up in groups of three or four, all facing each other, except the one desk in 
the corner. The desk seemed as empty as it always had been. Even during 
his days at the company, Jim kept his desk almost clear, except he was always 
drinking out of a white coffee mug, which had left a residual coffee ring in 
the top right corner of the desk. Jim’s co-workers had no need to pass the 
desk in the corner, so if they happened to notice the empty desk, they would 
assume that whoever sat there was sick or out to lunch. The desk was the 
only one of its kind, as it was the only remaining desk from before the office 
was remodeled. All of the other employees had newer, nicer desks. Jim’s desk 
was a hard, cold metal and the colour of it balanced sickly between yellow 
and brown. Scattered randomly throughout its three drawers were bits of 
odd paper, some receipts, some straw wrappers, some remains of envelopes. 

The chair accompanying the desk was one of those blue plastic chairs that 
are found at church picnics and high schools. Its legs were uneven and it 
see-sawed back and forth every time the person seated in it shifted their 
weight. The fluorescent light above Jim’s desk remained off on good days 
and flickered on bad ones. Maintenance had ignored the numerous request 
forms to fix the light because they couldn’t think of anyone named Jim and 
they assumed it was a prank. 

The first thing that was notably missing was the smell of doughnuts on 
Monday morning. Jim had started Doughnut Monday on 21st June 2014, 
almost 5 months ago, after he was granted a budget to do so. Every Monday 
morning, the doughnut shop next to the office prepared 10 boxes of 
doughnuts, which Jim left early to go pick up. When Jim didn’t arrive on
Monday morning, the owner of the doughnut shop called Jim to check up, 
and when the owner found out Jim had left his job, the owner gave him a 
free box of doughnuts as a going away present...

Sarah Kiker
Excerpt from The Guy Who Files Paperwork*



          

Holding hands, laughing
Dashing into the building   
Just as raindrops fall.
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Khadija Ahmed
Excerpt from Queen of Men*

On the day that a baby girl was born to Zeus and Leda, flowers fell to their 
knees and dipped their stems, thus forswearing their oath to nature. Where 
Helen’s skirts brushed by their petal veins, they kissed satin and tasted glory. 
They saw kingdoms crumble and empires collapse. They saw the future as 
it was meant to be, not as the gods wanted it to be, knowing all along that 
she was one of them—a rose that had been plucked from Zeus’ apple and 
preened to look beautiful. Only beautiful.

If mankind was the eastern sky of the universe, then Helen was the rising 
sun. Men rushed to their feet when she arrived and sank into a deep curtsy 
when she left, crippled by the stuttering heart beating between their teeth. 
They swore fealty to no other woman but her, leaving their mothers, 
daughters and wives to follow Helen’s train like followers to a newly born 
pantheon.

But hatred began to bloom in young Helen’s chest. She curled her fists 
around the veined petals and crushed them into pyramids of dust. She knew 
that the most beautiful flowers lived the shortest lives, for they were the first 
to be plucked by handsome suitors, and young Helen knew that her own 
beauty would soon shrivel into wrinkles and fine lines. And so, with the help 
of these flowers, she found a new way to preserve her beauty. She learned 
to press petals between the hollows of her ribcage. She learned how to defy 
time, falling upon a darker route to immortality—blood, chaos and war.

It was then, perhaps, that she began to refuse the names Helen of Sparta and 
Helen of Troy. The young queen was not limited to one kingdom, or two, or 
three. She was married to all men—the Achaeans who were bounded by oath 
as well as the Trojans — who were sworn to protect her honour.

If she couldn’t have every kingdom then nobody could have kings...
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Angie Smith
Afternoon Revels

After school hours
            found day-dreaming girls

upstairs searching
mom’s closet for memories—
the sixties spun into peach,

green,
red threads that

hung loosely on fourth-grade-straight
bodies.

        Fluid movements
        across hardwood floors

spinning, extending room to room, 
lifted them

above the peanut butter fingerprints of Billy
and Tommy’s teasing.

  They were ladies, 
gentle, pale

who knew love leading pillow-partners
in sporadic symmetry.

Hidden in their
ballroom no boy could touch them,

not even
  bug-eyed Brian
  watching through the window,
    the glass muting his

laughter.
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Feminist.
Such an empowering title
Feminist, allow me to repeat:
Feminist.
It’s much more than this.
I have a duty, a purpose.

To mark my presence into this establishment 
by the aggressive sound of my stilletos.
To place my ruby red nails on this frameless glass door 
with ‘Ms’ imprinted in capitals.
To appreciate the range of choices opened to me.
Knowing I’m entitled to develop my destiny
into a reality without slightest criticism.
To feel aroused by the perfumed scent 
of femininity in courtesy of Yves St. Laurent.
The word ‘Ms’ breaks out of my PA’s mouth, 
captures me in a bubble of everlasting pride.
That’s not all…

 To watch the rest of my employees
 scatter across the hallway,
 engaging themselves in work assigned by me.
 Because a Female boss can and WILL 
 continue to exist. 
‘You’re a woman, weak and incapable.’
 Matt’s words to be precise, who just happens to be my PA. 
 Now, tell me if I’m incapable as your boss?
 Thought so.
 And finally, to be able to sit behind my desk 
 (personally designed, of course) and catch a glimpse of this all.
 From professional sidekick for misogynist Matt 
 to being co-founder of ‘feminist’ 
 Being humble speaks volumes.

 I am a Feminist.

Makda Michael
Full-Time Feminist
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Khadija Ahmed
Until the Ocean Dries her Grapevines

Until the ocean dries her grapevines,
And petal-veined lovers come undone,
Follow me into the bleeding skyline.

Promise swallows the white warning sign.
You urged me to run tonight. Run! Run!
Until the ocean dries her grapevines.

Pandora drained herself to juice red wine,
Ducking behind her lover’s setting sun.
Follow them into the bleeding skyline.

I could not blossom in her red moonshine,
Agony burned bright. The Fates are not done
Until the ocean dries her grapevines.

Mercy, cried Pandora, curving her spine,
Planting new berries to replace old ones.
Follow her into the bleeding skyline.

Curious hands and cold wonder combined,
Picked and plucked Pandora to be our son.
Until the ocean dries her grapevines,
Follow me into the bleeding skyline.
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Lina Charki 
Insecurity

My insecurity has colour.
It is yellow.
I wipe the sides of my mouth, 
After the burning sensation has stopped.
My breathing goes back to normal.

Then out comes more.

The panting begins, and I slouch to the floor,
With the coldness entering me.
Tears descend
Burning my reddish face,
Such a contrast to the yellow.

My insecurity has colour.
It is yellow.
Yellow enough to make me despise daffodils,
So when he surprised me with flowers,
I was sick to my stomach – literally.

He didn’t understand what he had done.
How could I explain,
That my insecurity has colour?

It is yellow.
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Jay Palanyandi
Excerpt from Ragnarok*

23rd March 1939. The bullets were raining down on the Spanish soldiers 
whilst one man stood alone in the trenches of Tarragona. Domènec Batet 
gripped the cross hanging around his neck and prayed for this hell to end. A 
gas bomb was thrown into the trench. One man caught in the gas began to 
cough repeatedly, his body slowly sagging and folding as the coughing grew 
ever weaker.

As he closed his eyes, he heard a faint clicking noise. A gun was pointed at 
his head, the trigger about to be pulled. But only blood fell from behind him. 
The man had been shot before he could kill Domènec. 

He gripped the cross even harder, staring at the battlefield. Without sparing a 
moment to look at the man who had almost killed him, he blankly gazed into 
the distance. Domènec knew it was a miracle that he survived.

A rooster wandered over to Domènec. It was as red as the blood flowing 
through Domènec’s veins, but its eyes as gentle as a newborn child. It stared 
at him for what felt like an eternity. Until it wandered off. On its wing, the 
name “Gullinkambi” was inscribed.

****

27th October 1922. Rome. Rain is cascading down from the heavens. The 
thunder is screaming war cries at the walls where the Prime Minister of Italy 
hides within. Benito Mussolini, clad in black, walks ever closer, followed by 
his legion of fascist followers who want him to have power. 

60,000 people are clad in black and wearing skull masks, wearing the 
symbols of Nazi Germany and fascism with great pride. They were there to 
take the head of anybody who dared to oppose them. The Luftwaffe planes 
flew over; the bombs were ready to be dropped. A red plane, covered in 
unclear writing, hovered over the city.

A rooster walked up to Mussolini. No one else seemed to see it. Of the 
60,000 people behind him, not one person even glanced at the rooster. 
“Fjalar” was inscribed on its body. It stared at Mussolini, before wandering 
off...
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Isaac Randel
Excerpt from View from a Cafe Part III*

...The younger ones have brought their laptops 
and are not concerned with apocalypse – 
there is a better world for them that does not repeat itself
and inherits no circular history, just on the other side 
of the next revolution, when revolution itself ends;
they’ve all come here to get some work done – 
and there remains the feeling, unhaunted by the wraith 
of their own future selves found in that trembling woman
in the chair across the room, that this was not 
how it was meant to go on: that the cycle would break,
the tail of Ouroboros, the self-eating snake, 
would be wrenched eventually from its mouth,
that the world would move, somehow, forward. 
The walls that surround them remain walls,
though they warp every moment around the woman,
though if they’re lucky one day the walls 
will do the same around them at 85.  They don’t think 
of this as they drink the juice of a plant harvested 
by slave labour, from a people whose bloodlines 
for generations were that of slaves.  One day, 
these people assure themselves, there will be no slaves.
Slaves will be as free as them, and will one day
have the freedom to stop by, like them, to admire 
the ambience and the smell of espresso beans 
while they finish some emails to a few clients, 
polish a few write-ups of cash flows, finish 
the last paragraph of the book they’d bought 
and never had the time to read. 

And the woman, if she could, would look in horror 
at the contours of their better world,
that does not daily turn in on itself,
that is not every moment at the edge of apocalypse,
that simply remains.
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I was re-watching a movie the other day, which I had really loved a 
generation ago, and I couldn’t be bothered after about 20 minutes. It was 
just too slow. The pace of culture must have changed or something.  My wife 
had already given up on her allegedly once favourite film, but left it to me to 
switch over (not off) as she was quite happy posting on Facebook or 
checking her emails as she ‘watched’. Multi-channel communication, it 
seems, is the norm, except for grumpy old me, more inclined to suppress the 
desire to blurt out, ‘are you watching this with me or not!’  Social 
relationships, to my mind, are a lot more anti-social these days.

Having been a teacher for over 35 years, I have seen massive transformations 
in social relationships within the classroom too. It is hard to believe that 
beating children with physical objects for relatively minor misdemeanours 
was commonplace until the 1980s (never by me I hasten to add).  

Girls, terrified at seeming to undermine their male peers (and possibly 
future boyfriends), never dared show their intelligence by putting their hands 
up (none of this targeted questioning back then).  Thankfully, feminism came 
(and sadly went?) and now it’s the other way round with boys not wishing to 
seem too nerdy by showing as much interest in achieving as the girls.

This revolution in inter-generational and gender dynamics, however, pales 
into insignificance relative to the hyper-revolution brought about by new 
technologies. Most of us no longer interact in the same physical space with 
significant others.  In fact, significance of relationships in an actual physical 
space is now often undermined by more important social interactions across 
cyberspace.  I was out with colleagues before Christmas, when a group of 
four young adults in their mid 20s all came in to the pub together, still 
formally dressed,  presumably to enjoy an after work Christmas get together. 
At last, an opportunity to really get to know each other, beyond the usual 
routines of their working lives, you might think. All four, however, sat down 
at the same table, switched on their smartphones and gazed at them in 
silence, twiddling away contentedly, without even acknowledging each other’s 
existence.

So, what has all this to do with social relationships in the classroom today?  
For one thing, as a teacher, you now have to be able to compete with a flash, 
bang, wallop, C.G.I’d  version of reality young people are now accustomed  
to, to even register on their consciousness. In fact, even the most tuned in 
teachers frequently lose the battle as their charges twiddle under their desks, 
endless variations on ‘I’m really bored, are you?’ ...

David Aiken

Excerpt from The Impact of Anti-Social 
Networking on Life in the Fast Lane*
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Immortality makes it difficult to put together a proper funeral ensemble. My 
dead wife’s long-lived guests had the option of black casual or black formal 
this morning. Some went jumper, some went cocktail dress. This stew of 
styles mixes about on this ambrosia-hued, sunshiney cliff’s edge. A funeral’s 
stereotypical stormy weather, like deaths and funerals, had been engineered 
out of Earth’s system.

And what did I dress in for this most auspicious of days, you ask? Formal 
wear, I answer. No better time to beat the moths out of the ol’ tuxedo than at 
a celebration of your wife’s life. 

My wife’s life was rife with strife so she put herself under the knife. My wife’s life 
was rife with strife so she put herself under the knife.

You don’t have to tell me. I know that I’m too content for this occasion. It 
seems my daughter has spiked my bacon and eggs. Mood enhancers. Many 
mood enhancers. Many, many mood enhancers. The overdose isn’t her fault; 
she hasn’t been a practising psychiatrist for 150 years.

Hmmmm. What’s it like being blissed-out at your significant other’s 
memorial service? Picture yourself drowning in the hap-hap-happiest well 
you ever did see. Got it? Now imagine yourself upside down. I keep straining 
down to take in some of the cold grey grief water. But my muscles give out 
and I bungee back up. 

Everyone else is as unsure in their behaviour as in their dress. It’s 2518, and 
we’re all the better part of 400 years out of practice for this kind of thing. 
Some have only seen funerals in old-timey movies. Some dribble their drinks 
on their face to simulate tears. The whole of the congregation looks surprised 
by the fact that they put on shoes this morning and stare straight down, 
trying to decipher the make and model of their footwear. It’s hard to tell if 
they’re pretending to be a proper funeral crowd or if they’re just 
uncomfortable. My pills and I don’t care very much.

Here’s a topographically interesting blonde at the bar. I can’t help talking to 
her. She can’t help talking to me.

“I’m so, so sorry,” she says.

“You should be,” I reply. We both giggle. I order shots. I don’t want to...

Jared Hamilton
Excerpt from Immortality Makes it Hard*
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Oluwaseun Ayobami Elegunde
Echo

It’s like a tidal wave,
My mind is going to cave,
Turns to a hurricane,
The echo clouds my brain, and it starts to rain

Suppressing the problem is fickle 
My eyes began to trickle 
I pretend that I’m fine 
But the echo of “are you okay” brings me to the end of the line 

Is an echo an escape?
Or is it a cape? 
Masking the true problem 
A cacophony of noise turned solemn
 
Demons don’t play well with others,
They infest souls and the echo makes people suffer.
It extends the melancholy melody… this can last a lifetime
Bad memories add to the symphony (depression is not sublime)

Why play foolish games of dress up? 
Reality is piercingly fearsome 
The echo is not a fashionable frock 
Negative nostalgia is pretty gruesome 

The pavilion of discovery is like fine wine
Its glass begins to shine,
So bright the glass shatters
The echo of negative nostalgia scatters

I won’t hold my breath 
Because there is nothing left, 
The echo now...is severely broken
The resonance of positive nostalgia spoken

Volumes.
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Joseph Rowswell
The Betrayal (War is Hell)

There he was - pale in face with dark blue lips and half closed eyes, almost 
as though he were half awake, but in fact Pvt. James Richards was very much 
dead. By his side lay 25 other soldiers who were also dead, including the 
courageous Pvt. Joseph Rogers and family man Pvt. Sam Turner, 
whose bodies were unrecognisable. 

Severe burns made them look almost demonic.

Earlier that day, Pvt. James Richards and the rest of his regiment were very 
much alive and preparing for what would be their deaths.

It was an early, warm summer’s day in the heart of Paris and the men were 
gearing up to move west, where they were desperately needed by a tank 
squad coming under heavy fire from German troops. Pvt. Rogers was taking 
photos of the remains of what used to be a cathedral but had been replaced 
by rubble and a litter of dead German and French troops. 

‘I’m sure I’ve been taking the best photos out here!’ he blurted out uneasily. 
He walked towards the stockpile of grenades left by retreating French 
soldiers where Pvt. Sam Turner was writing a letter to his wife explaining the 
horrors of war.

‘You’re so full of it, Joe,’ Sam muttered, grabbing the attention of fellow 
soldiers who had also been sharing the same thoughts but did not have the 
courage to say. Suddenly, there was a flash from the tower in the cathedral; 
Sam did not utter another word. 

Joseph carried on past the stockpile toward Pvt. James Richards and sat next 
to him.

‘When do you think we’ll be getting out of here?’ Joseph asked and in that 
same second, another flash moved in the distance. This time he realised. He 
screamed ‘Sniper!’ before throwing himself to the ground, dragging James 
down with him. The bullet this time hit the stockpile of grenades and, in a 
huge mushroom cloud, sent Sam’s body hurtling metres into the sky like a 
rag that had caught fire. It was sucked into the sky by what looked like a 
miniature tornado and was hurtled back to earth leaving the unforgettable, 
sickly sweet stench of burning flesh.

Once re-establishing the situation, Joseph dived for his rifle, but before 
being able to even think, he came face to face with a bulky German SS 
trooper. The villain had a twisted smile on his face and a flamethrower at 
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Joseph Rowswell

hand. In a second, Joseph was lit up like a Molotov cocktail flailing from side 
to side. He could not make a sound as his voice box had been completely 
engulfed by the flames. 

The other English soldiers watched in horror as 100 more SS troops came 
into vision from every crack and crevice of the rubble-filled street, seeping 
out like gas and overrunning them in no more than a minute. In that minute, 
James was completely stunned, his ears ringing, his eyesight impaired. He 
stumbled forward and dived for a fox hole as the English troops were 
completely torn to shreds by machine gun fire. 

The commander of the SS troopers leant forward, pulled James out of the 
fox hole and sat him upright. 

“You did well, James. We will be able to overthrow the Ally tank squad after 
all. For your cooperation.” The commander paused then stared at James with 
an evil, dastardly look and uttered, “I will make it quick.” James jumped up 
but was instantly knocked back by a luger pistol round to the head. It killed 
him before he touched down for the last time.

Rumours go that not a single shot was fired by Pvt. James Richards and the 
rest of his regiment, that they were already overrun by SS troops by the time 
they had even contemplated fighting back. Or at least that was what most 
assumed happened. 

Pvt. Joseph Rogers, Pvt. James Richards, Pvt. Sam Turner and the rest of the 
regiment were recorded as MIA (Missing In Action) on the 19th of June 1943 
and their families were notified later that day. 

Pvt. Joseph Rogers’ camera was found sticking out from the rubble like a 
grave stone in the cathedral’s yard. The pictures were recovered and sent to 
his family. 

Pvt. Sam Turner’s wife had become pregnant with twins not long after Sam 
was drafted into the army; she had two boys and died in labour giving birth 
to the pair. 

Pvt. James Richard’s brother was notified of his death and died later fighting 
in the Pacific, battling the Japanese.   
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Angie Smith
That Following May // Brother in Law

That following May, after the clouds had gone and 
the sun’s sticky fingers held your face,
you sat on the porch breathing and watching the morning.
Yellow roses danced before you,
triumphant in the desert garden with
their neon contrast striking amongst the saguaro cactus.

That following May, after the biting grip of winter
against the scalpel’s tip had worn away,
you wondered how you got there
from the stark white hospital to a late spring’s warmth.
One year, the doctors said, thirteen months before, 
when the rain steamed on the sand.

That following May, when you opened your eyes, you took in
the landscape. The aching of a year fighting 
to heal your brain and dissolve the wool had lessened.
You woke up to feel your seasons changing again, 
and sat there, ready to embrace them.

***
A few months after assembling a collage of 64 
years that danced the joys of her life on powerpoint,
he got in the car with her family,

just like at past Christmases, christenings, 
and funerals – but the beat was 
different. He sat alone in the backseat.

The saguaro cactus waved goodbye as the
desert tumbled towards Vegas,
and A Wedding Chapel, where Elvis 

led his new niece down the aisle.
After, he sat in the casino bar drinking whisky
like iced tea, numb to the air conditioning.

There were no windows, just perpetual night and the
slot machines shouted behind him in prickly discords. 
The cigarette smoke hanging on his shoulders

brought back thirty-year-old cravings whilst he 
brooded on the memories of his marriage. 
Hers was the only way of life he knew.

When the whisky slipped him off the
bar stool and his sister-in-law raised him to his feet,
he thought he saw his wife there and wept.




